
Metals and Non-Metals

Name: Class: Date given:

Date due in:

1. Shade in the area on the periodic table below to show which elements are metals. [1]

2. In a different colour, shade in the area on the periodic table below to show which elements are  
non-metals. [1]
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Metals and Non-Metals

Learning Outcomes (tick if achieved)

Q1 I can identify metals on the periodic table

Q2 I can identify non-metals on the periodic table

Q3 I can describe properties of metals and non-metals

3. Cross out one of the options (shown in bold and brackets), so that each sentence reads with the 
correct answer. [15]

a. Metals (can / cannot) usually conduct electricity.

b. Non-metals (can / cannot) usually conduct electricity.

c. Metals are good (conductors / insulators) of heat energy.

d. Non-metals are good (conductors / insulators) of heat energy.

e. Metals are (dull / shiny) when polished or freshly cut.

f. Metals are (brittle / malleable).

g. Metals have (high / low) melting and boiling points.

h. Non-metals have (high / low) melting and boiling points.

i. Metals have a (high / low) tensile strength.

j. Non-metal particles are held by (strong / weak) forces.

k. Metals have a (high / low) density.

l. Non-metals have a (high / low) density.

m. Metals (can / cannot) be drawn into wires.

n. (Steel / Aluminium) is an example of a metal alloy.

o. (Nickel / Gold) is an example of a magnetic metal.
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Metals and Non-Metals Answers
1. Shade in the area on the periodic table below to show which elements are metals. [1]

2. In a different colour, shade in the area on the periodic table below to show which elements are  
non-metals. [1]

3. Cross out one of the options (shown in bold and brackets), so that each sentence reads with the 
correct answer. [15]

a. Metals (can / cannot) usually conduct electricity.
b. Non-metals (can / cannot) usually conduct electricity.
c. Metals are good (conductors / insulators) of heat energy.
d. Non-metals are good (conductors / insulators) of heat energy.
e. Metals are (dull / shiny) when polished or freshly cut.
f. Metals are (brittle / malleable).
g. Metals have (high / low) melting and boiling points.
h. Non-metals have (high / low) melting and boiling points.
i. Metals have a (high / low) tensile strength.
j. Non-metal particles are held by (strong / weak) forces.
k. Metals have a (high / low) density.
l. Non-metals have a (high / low) density.

m. Metals (can / cannot) be drawn into wires.
n. (Steel / Aluminium) is an example of a metal alloy.
o. (Nickel / Gold) is an example of a magnetic metal.

metals

non-metals
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